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[1] [CH] appears today for sentence on one charge of jointly with others robbing 

[VM] of money.  The charge is a serious one which carries, if it was in the adult Court, 

a maximum sentence of 14 years’ imprisonment.  [CH] is now 17, with this offending 

having occurred on [date deleted].  If he had committed this offending just five or six 

weeks later, he would be in the District Court facing a far more severe outcome than 

he is facing here. 

[2] The charge is that, along with others, he robbed the [shop details deleted].  

There was clearly some planning that went into this.  It was everyone’s idea to be in 

and [CH], to his credit, has not attempted to deflect blame on others for his offending; 

he has accepted his offending.  He also acknowledges that he went into the shop 

intending to make the occupant scared.  I have no doubt that they would have been 

very scared, because both [CH] and another one of the co-offenders were carrying 

items which would have led those in the shop to believe they were carrying firearms. 

[3] [CH] has denied kicking a victim in the head, as mentioned in the summary of 

facts.  He does acknowledge that his knee may have connected.  He says that it was 

accidental but there is also that aggravating factor that a person was physically hit in 

the course of the theft, whether intentionally or not. 

[4] This is [CH]’s first appearance in the Youth Court and the recommendation in 

the social worker’s report is one of supervision with activity for six months.  [CH] has 

had a disruptive upbringing.  It appears, for some significant time, he was in the care 

of his grandmother and her partner and it appears that was quite positive but that 

relations, particularly with [name deleted], have broken down over recent times.  That 

is of concern because effectively [CH] has then been back in the care of his mother. 

[5] The report makes concerning reading with regard to his mother.  It appears she 

is living a rather dysfunctional life with her partner and, in fact, there are concerns in 

that household that have led to Oranga Tamariki uplifting [CH]’s siblings to remove 

them from that environment.  The report makes particularly concerning reading about 

comments by [CH]’s mother.  This, in particular, relates to drug and alcohol use in the 

house and the report notes that his mother recently said that if she had to make a choice 



 

 

between [CH] or crack, she would choose crack.  That is an absolutely astounding 

comment to read and I am not surprised that [CH] was devastated to hear that. 

[6] The report also goes on to say when the report writer was discussing the 

offending with [MH], that at no point did she tell the report writer she was disappointed 

by [CH] being involved in the crime, nor did she say she wanted him to change.  She 

did not seem to be surprised by his offending and almost saw it as a rite of passage for 

someone in their family. 

[7] Against that background, the recommendation of the supervision with activity 

report is that [CH] should go back to live with his mother.  I have struggled whether 

or not I can even contemplate that given the background I have been provided with, 

but what does give me some confidence to deal with that is [CH] himself.  He wishes 

to be a role model for his younger siblings and he is aware of the dysfunction within 

his mother’s family and does not want that to be a way that he leads his life.  Whilst 

the report suggests that [CH] has minimised his drug and alcohol use for the purposes 

of this report, it goes on to say that he has a very negative view of methamphetamine.  

He has witnessed the destruction this can cause to his family and he wants to be able 

to take a different approach. 

[8] I am prepared to support the recommendation but against the clear 

understanding that I believe all steps should be taken to ensure an alternative 

residential placement for [CH] can be found as soon as possible.  I could have deferred 

sentencing but I believe the attributes [CH] has demonstrated give me confidence that 

I can trust him to comply with the terms of the supervision order notwithstanding the 

situation he is going back into. 

[9] What is particularly concerning is that [MH] is not even at Court today to 

support this order.  If she had been here today I would have addressed her with regard 

to her own drug use.  It is her issues which need to be addressed equally, probably 

more so, than [CH]’s issues. 

[10] The plan for implementation sets out the responsibilities of any parent or 

guardian having the care of the young person and it notes they are responsible for 



 

 

notifying the social worker immediately if there is any indication [CH] may not be 

able to meet an expectation of this order.  What I believe needs to happen is for [MH] 

to take account of her own failings and I believe the best thing that she can do for 

herself and for [CH] is to address her drug and alcohol issues.  If I could have made it 

a condition of this plan that she attends any alcohol and drug counselling as directed, 

I would have done so.  I trust she gets to hear or read these comments and takes it on 

herself to undertake those steps. 

[11] As I have said to [CH], he has very many positive attributes which are set out 

in this report.  He needs to face the consequences, however, of very serious offending.  

I will deal with the matter as suggested but as I say, with that strong recommendation 

that alternative residential placement be found as soon as possible. 

[12] Accordingly, [CH], you are sentenced to supervision with activity for a period 

of six months and that is with the conditions set out in the plan that has been provided 

to me.  You are also ordered to pay reparation of $106.66.  I note that you are not in 

the position to pay that now and I expect you to pay that when you have funds to do 

so. 

[13] As I have said, [CH], I am putting my trust in you for this.  I believe you can 

do it, okay?  Kia kaha, go well and I expect to not see you back here at all, okay?  All 

the best. 
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